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Here you can find the menu of Hazendal Wine Estate in Stellenbosch. At the moment, there are 17 menus and
drinks on the card. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Abby J likes about Hazendal

Wine Estate:
I just want to say thank you to everyone at the Deli, who went out of their way to wish and make my friend's

birthday special. The food was marvelous. Special thanks to our waiter who was such a delight and the unknown
staff member who said those special words. Thank you so much, you will never know how much your words

were needed and were so on point. You were truly sent from above. read more. The premises in the restaurant
are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities, Depending on the

weather conditions, you can also sit outside and have something. What Tobias Seidel doesn't like about
Hazendal Wine Estate:

Everything was either closed or not usable for my kids of the wrong age. People were not to helpful about that
all. I don't rate it too low, because, from what I have seen, it looks nice. read more. A visit to Hazendal Wine

Estate becomes even more rewarding due to the comprehensive range of coffee and tea specialties, here they
serve a comprehensive brunch for breakfast. At the bar, you can also relax after the meal (or during it) with an

alcoholic or non-alcoholic drink, Additionally, you save time with the variety of prepared delicacies without
having to skimp on enjoyment.
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Desser�
BIKO

Specialtie�
POPARA

America� Foo�
EGGS BENEDICT

M�ica� Foo�
EMPANADAS

Ho� drink�
TEA

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Alcoholi� Drink�
WODKA

BEER

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PIZZA

PANINI

Ingredient� Use�
CHEESE

CHICKEN

MEAT

PORK MEAT

BEEF
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 08:00-17:00
Wednesday 08:00-17:00
Thursday 08:00-17:00
Friday 08:00-17:00
Saturday 08:00-17:00
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